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Analysis and Better, then, than mere imitation of another's
insight action or reasoning is that intelligent analysis of
a situation or a problem which is man's special
prerogative, and which, as we have said, is closely connected
with his use of language. This, of course, is no new thing,
although it is sometimes put forward by the experimentalists as
if it were. It is a thesis of quite respectable age, that the pupil
should be placed as far as possible in the position of a dis-
coverer, that he should not be told what he can find out for
himself. Even in learning things that must eventually become
automatic, such as sawing or planing a piece of wood, or
gaining a feeling of confidence on a bicycle, or using a pen, or
swimming, or skating, there is something to be said for a
preliminary analysis of the situation. To throw a boy into the
water is hardly, after all, in most cases, the best way of helping
him to learn swimming. But when it comes to learning and
applying the rules of arithmetic, or the grammar of a foreign
language, or solving problems of any kind, the more the method
of discovery is encouraged the better. But it is not encouraged
by a refusal of help on the part of the teacher, when the pupil's
best efforts have not availed*
Memory work So far we have envisaged the learning process
as learning to execute different forms of skill,
and learning to attack and solve problems in the various sub-
jects of the curriculum. But we must not omit to consider the
process commonly known as learning by heart. In former times
there was, as we saw earlier in this chapter, far too much of
this type of learning in schools—learning by eternal, and often
quite unintelligent, verbal repetition. Perhaps the pendulum
has now swung too far in the other direction. A child learns
to build up the multiplication table intelligently, but he can
never be quite sure whether seven 8's make 56 or 63. He has
learnt French by the direct method, but he is never quite sure
of bis grammar. He has learnt to write a good letter in a fair

